Using Google Maps to Analyze Spatio-Temporal Pattern of Antibiotic Resistance
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Abstract

Bacterial antimicrobial resistance in both the medical and agricultural fields has become a serious problem worldwide. Antibiotic resistant strains of bacteria are an increasing threat to human health, with resistance mechanisms having been described to all known antimicrobials currently available for clinical use. Monitoring the geotemporal variations of antibiotic resistance pattern is crucial factor in planning a successful therapeutic guidelines preventing further emergence of antibiotic resistance.

Google Maps is a freely available satellite map service to integrate geographical information system to a web based applications. This paper is the result of attempting to incorporate Google Maps to trac the spacial location of each antibiotic resistant case with spatio-temporal analysis of factitious laboratory results.

The laboratory result template was designed in such a way that it is time stamped with the date and time of the microbiological specimen dispatched to the laboratory for the testing purpose. Geographic location of the isolated bacterial colony is specified with the latitude and the longitude of the patient's location. Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering was performed on antimicrobial resistance findings based on the geographic locations generating series of Heatmaps to visualize the extent of the resistance pattern.

Sequential Hierarchical cluster analysis was proven to be effective in visualization of antibiotic resistance using Heatmaps demonstrating the temporal variations of the antibiotic resistance patterns.
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Introduction

The emergence of antimicrobial resistance is neither an unexpected nor a new phenomenon. It is, however, an increasingly problematic situation due to the frequency with which new emerging resistance phenotypes are occurring among many bacterial pathogens. Over the past 6 decades, the introduction of new classes or modifications of older classes of antimicrobials has been matched slowly but surely by the development of new bacterial resistance mechanisms (1).

Antibiotic Sensitivity Test is the investigation carried out to determine which antibiotic will be most successful in treating a bacterial infection in vivo. Testing for antibiotic sensitivity is often done by the Kirby-Bauer method (2) where small wafers containing antibiotics are placed onto a plate upon which bacteria are growing. If the bacteria are sensitive to the antibiotic, a clear ring, or zone of inhibition, is seen around the wafer indicating a poor growth.

Numerous retrospective and prospective studies have demonstrated that increases in antimicrobial resistance occur among both pathogenic and commensal bacteria after
introduction of an antimicrobial agent \(^3\). Infections caused by resistant bacteria have been shown to be more frequently associated with increased morbidity and mortality than those caused by susceptible pathogens. The emergence and dissemination of bacterial antimicrobial resistance is the result of numerous complex interactions among antimicrobials, microorganisms, and the surrounding environment including geographical location and population dynamics.

There are considerable variations in the antibiotic susceptibility of clinically important bacterial strains based on the geographical distribution of hosts \(^4,5\) and exposure to environmental factors over a period of time \(^6\).

Geographic information systems (GIS) and analysis based on GIS has become widespread and well accepted tool in the field of medicine as well. Geographic information systems are an important way in which to better illuminate how humans interact with their environment to create or deter health \(^7\). Recent advancements in the analysis of disease maps have been influenced by and benefited from the adoption of new practices for georeferencing health data and new ways of linking such data geographically to potential sources of environmental exposures, the locations of health resources and the geodemographic characteristics of populations \(^8\).

Google Maps is a free satellite map service and a map server which allows incorporating GIS enabled spacial representation in web enabled systems. The Google Maps API facilitates embedding Google Maps into web pages with JavaScript. The API provides a number of utilities for manipulating maps and adding content to the map through a variety of services, allowing users to create robust maps applications for web based use.

It was shown in relation to some bacterial strains that the geographic maps of antibiotic resistance can be used to guide physician antibiotic selection before culture results are available. This has significant implications for the health care provider in proper antibiotic selection within the community minimizing the treatment failures and emergence of new drug resistant bacterial strains \(^9\).

**Materials and Methods**

Typical Antibiotic Sensitivity Test result was the key data set used in this analysis. When an Antibiotic Sensitivity Test is performed, the type of specimen, the name of the bacterial species isolated and the resistance or the sensitivity of the bacteria towards a set of selected antimicrobial agents along with the personal information of the patient from whom the specimen was collected are recorded in all microbiological laboratories. Number of antibiotics a bacterial colony is tested for will vary depending on the laboratory where the Antibiotic Sensitivity Test is performed. The types of antimicrobial agents used for the Antibiotic Sensitivity Tests are also laboratory dependent unless a request is made by the physician to include specific antibiotics based on the clinical condition and suspected pathogen.

Out of the above mentioned information available in the antibiotic sensitivity test results, type of the specimen, date and time when the specimen was dispatched to the laboratory, the bacterial species isolated, resistance or sensitivity to each antimicrobial agent and the location of the patient were fed in to a MySQL based relational database using web based interface developed with scripting languages \(PHP\): Hypertext Preprocessor, JavaScript and Python.
Location of the patient for each test result was linked to a look up table in order to match location from where the microbiological sample was collected to its nearest possible latitude and longitude.

The interface developed has the capacity to filter the antibiotic sensitivity and resistance counts for each spatial location based on latitude and longitude and the type of antimicrobial agent. Several pre-formatted queries were provided through the interface to find counts based on bacterial strains, antimicrobial agent and time period.

Google Maps\(^{(10)}\) was used as the primary GIS layer as shown in Figure 1. Google Maps provides a Java Script based API which includes calls to add markers on the map for various data points.

However a supportive API, Gheat\(^{(11)}\) has to be employed to assist Google Maps layer, since the study manipulates a vast number of data points and mapping those antibiotic resistance counts is beyond the capacity of Google Maps alone. An additional tile set was created with the aid of Gheat and was layered on top of the base map tile set to visualize clustered antibiotic resistance counts of each antimicrobial agent based on the latitude and longitude as a Heatmap.

Similar to the Google Maps API, Gheat creates the final tile layer using multiple 256x256 pixel tiles knitting them together. Since the data points are time stamped, it is possible to generate these tile sets based on the time stamp of the individual Antibiotic Sensitivity Test result in a serial manner to analyze the periodical distribution of the resistance counts.

**Figure 1. Use of Google Maps API and Clustering geographic locations of test results**

While frequency of occurrence are being calculated for each geographical point, those locations have to be grouped to different hierarchical layers based on the frequency of the occurrence of resistance or sensitivity reported for each cluster. In order to do this the interface accepts the individual occurrence of resistance from the database and cluster the data points, based on Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering\(^{(12)}\) algorithm. The frequency clustering is possible as a cross sectional study with a single observation or as a longitudinal study with sequence of observations. In clustering antibiotic resistance results, Euclidean distance, between two data points is considered the preferred Metric as in Equation (1) to decide dissimilarity between sets of observations.

\[
\|a - b\|_2 = \sqrt{\sum_i (a_i - b_i)^2} \quad (1)
\]
The selected Linkage Criteria to decide the distance between sets of observations is Single Linkage (Nearest Neighborhood) where pair wise distance between observations is used as shown in Equation (2).

\[ \min\{d(x,y): x \in A, y \in B\} \quad (2) \]

The distance between two clusters is calculated as the distance between the two closest elements in each cluster. Linkage function – the distance \( d(x,y) \) between cluster \( A \) and cluster \( B \) is described by, \( d(A,B) = \min(d(x,y)) \) where,

- \( d(x,y) \) is the distance between element \( x \in A \) and \( y \in B \);
- \( A \) and \( B \) are two sets of clusters within the same hierarchy.

The maximum positional accuracy of storing the values for the latitude and longitude values are to the 0.000001th degree. So 0.000001 degrees of latitude or the longitude would be the closest distance for any two elements to be identified as two different clusters, as specified by the \( d(x,y) \) in Equation (2) above.

Gheat color schema consists of four channels of colors (red, green, blue, and alpha). Each channel ranges from 0 to 256. When the data is being clustered alpha channel is used to draw the base template of the Heatmap as shown in figure 2. Then each cluster will be colorized using appropriate combination of red, green and blue channels according to the color schema. Once the color schema is applied, each cluster of the Heatmap will have a unique color combination as shown in Figure 2.

**Figure 2.** Before and after colorizing clusters creating a Heatmap

This approach allows agglomerative positioning of clusters where each observation starts in its own cluster and pairs of clusters are merged as the process moves up the hierarchy. In this hierarchy of clusters, least dense clusters would occupy the bottom layers whereas high density clusters would occupy the top layers. A color scale can be defined as shown in figure 2 to colorize the each layer in the Heatmap.

**Results**
Data extracted from the Antibiotic Sensitivity Test result was fed into the GIS system and the interface was able to generate a Heatmap based on clustered antibiotic resistance counts for each bacteria. Cases were mapped with reference to the latitude and longitude of the specimens collected as shown in figure 3.

**Figure 3.** Antibiotic resistance cases mapped to the respective GIS positions

Similarly, cases resistant to a selected antimicrobial agent can be filtered by time stamp and a Heatmap can be generated sequentially. In this approach spatial distribution of the antibiotic resistance cases can be visualized periodically as shown in figure 4.

**Figure 4.** Sequential Heatmap signifying the temporal variations of the resistance pattern

These serial Heatmaps are useful in cross sectional studies of the database since they provide visual clues on the extent of spread of the distribution of cases at any given time.

With the use of Heatmaps, large number of values can be visually presented compares to using conventional map markers with the Google Map API.

A number of clinically significant statistical analyses can be performed with the help of pre-
formatted database queries.

- Comparison of resistance or sensitivity of a bacteria to an antibiotic in different points in time as a longitudinal study
- Comparison of resistance or sensitivity of a antibiotic to one or more bacteria as a cross sectional study
- Comparison of resistance or sensitivity of a antibiotic to one or more bacteria as a longitudinal study
- Comparison of resistance or sensitivity of a bacteria to one or more antibiotic as a cross sectional study
- Comparison of resistance or sensitivity of a bacteria to one or more antibiotic as a longitudinal study

Conclusions

This study demonstrated the ability to incorporate Geographical Information Systems with clinical and laboratory based data. Cross sectional as well as longitudinal analysis was possible with the use of cluster mapping. Heatmaps are easy to interpret than numerical data or charts in representing pattern of distribution of antibiotic resistant patients over a geographical location. In longitudinal sampling of frequencies, a temporal analysis of the antibiotic resistance or sensitivity patterns was possible with sequential Heatmaps.
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